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Abstract. Let BY denote the unit ball of a normed linear

space Y . A symmetric, bounded, closed, convex set A in a

finite dimensional normed linear space X is called a sufficient

enlargement for X if, for an arbitrary isometric embedding of

X into a Banach space Y , there exists a linear projection P :

Y → X such that P (BY ) ⊂ A. The main result of the paper is

a description of all possible shapes of minimal-volume sufficient

enlargements.

Keywords. Banach space, space tiling zonotope, sufficient en-

largement for a normed linear space, totally unimodular matrix
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1 Introduction

All linear spaces considered in this paper will be over the reals.

By a space we mean a normed linear space, unless it is explicitly

mentioned otherwise. We denote by BX the unit ball of a space

X. We say that subsets A and B of finite dimensional linear

spaces X and Y , respectively, are linearly equivalent if there

exists a linear isomorphism T between the subspace spanned

by A in X and the subspace spanned by B in Y such that

T (A) = B. By a symmetric set K in a linear space we mean a

set such that x ∈ K implies −x ∈ K.

Our terminology and notation of Banach space theory fol-

lows [1]. We use the term ball for a symmetric, bounded,

closed, convex set with interior points in a finite dimensional

linear space. Our terminology and notation of convex geometry

follows [2].

Let Y be a Banach space and let X be a finite dimensional

subspace. Let P : Y → X be some continuous linear projec-

tion. Then P (BY ) ⊃ BX and P (BY ) is a convex, symmetric,

bounded subset of X. It is very natural to ask the follow-

ing question: How small can be made the set P (BY ) under a

proper choice of P? It is clear that the answer depends on the

way in which we define “smallness” of sets.

For small in the sense of diameter the question has been

systematically studied. Observe that the diameter of P (BY )

(considered as a subset of X with the distance between two

points x1 and x2 defined as ||x1−x2||) is equal to 2||P ||, so the

minimal diameter is 2λ(X, Y ), where λ(X, Y ) is the relative

projection constant of X in Y .
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In this paper we consider the case when “small” is under-

stood as “of small volume”. We restrict our attention to what

can be called “body-valued estimates” for optimal projections.

Such estimates are made in terms of sufficient enlargements.

Definition 1 [3] A ball A in a finite dimensional normed space

X is called a sufficient enlargement (SE) for X (or of BX) if,

for an arbitrary isometric embedding of X into a Banach space

Y , there exists a projection P : Y → X such that P (BY ) ⊂ A.

A sufficient enlargement A for X is called a minimal-volume

sufficient enlargement (MVSE) if volA ≤ volD for each SE D

for X.

The notion of a sufficient enlargement has a natural geo-

metric meaning, it characterizes possible shadows of symmetric

convex body onto a subspace, whose intersection with the body

is known. Sufficient enlargements can be used to approach

some of the problems on norm estimates for compositions of

projections and on relations between approximation properties

[4].

It can be proved, using a standard compactness argument

and Lemma 3 below, that minimal-volume sufficient enlarge-

ments exist for every finite dimensional space.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the balls which are

minimal-volume sufficient enlargements for some finite dimen-

sional normed spaces.

Such description is already known for two-dimensional spa-

ces [5], and for polyhedral spaces (that is, spaces, whose unit

balls are polytopes) [6].
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1.1 Notation and definitions

Recall that a real matrix A with entries −1, 0, and 1 is called

totally unimodular if all minors (that is, determinants of square

submatrices) of A are equal to −1, 0, or 1. See [7, Chapters 19–

21] for a survey of results on totally unimodular matrices and

their applications.

A Minkowski sum of finitely many line segments in a linear

space is called a zonotope (see [2] for basic facts on zonotopes).

We consider zonotopes that are sums of line segments of the

form I(x) = {λx : − 1 ≤ λ ≤ 1}. For a d × m totally

unimodular matrix with columns τi (i = 1, . . . ,m) and real

numbers ai we consider the zonotope Z in Rd given by

Z =
m∑

i=1

I(aiτi).

The set of all zonotopes that are linearly equivalent to zono-

topes obtained in this way over all possible choices of m, of a

rank d totally unimodular d×m matrix, and of positive num-

bers ai (i = 1, . . . ,m) will be denoted by Td. Observe that

each element of Td is d-dimensional in the sense that it spans

a d-dimensional subspace. It is easy to describe all 2 ×m to-

tally unimodular matrices and to show that T2 is the union of

the set of all symmetric hexagons and the set of all symmetric

parallelograms.

The class Td of zonotopes has been characterized in several

different ways. We shall use a characterization of Td in terms

of lattice tiles. Recall that a compact set K ⊂ Rd is called a

lattice tile if there exists a basis {xi}d
i=1 in Rd such that

Rd =
⋃

m1,...,md∈Z

((
d∑

i=1

mixi

)
+K

)
,
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and the interiors of the sets (
∑d

i=1mixi) +K are disjoint.

Theorem 1 [8], [9] A d-dimensional zonotope is a lattice tile

if and only if it is in Td.

It is worth mentioning that lattice tiles in Rd do not have

to be zonotopes, see [10, 11], and [12, Chapter 3].

1.2 Statement of the main results

The main result of [6] can be restated in the following way.

Theorem 2 A ball Z is linearly equivalent to an MVSE for

some d-dimensional polyhedral space X if and only if Z ∈ Td.

In [5] it was shown that for d = 2 the statement of Theorem

2 is valid without the restriction of polyhedrality of X. The

main purpose of the present paper is to prove the same for each

d ∈ N. It is clear that it is enough to prove

Theorem 3 Each MVSE for a d-dimensional space is in Td.

2 Proof of Theorem 3

Similarly to the argument in [5], Theorem 3 is derived from the

following lemmas.

Lemma 1 Let Tn ⊂ Rd, n ∈ N be such that Tn ∈ Td, and

{Tn}∞n=1 converges with respect to the Hausdorff metric to a

d-dimensional set T . Then T ∈ Td.

Lemma 2 (Main lemma) For each d ∈ N there exist ψd > 0

and a function td : (0, ψd) → (1,∞) satisfying the conditions:

(1) limε↓0 td(ε) = 1;
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(2) If Y is a d-dimensional polyhedral space, B is an MVSE

for Y , and A is an SE for Y satisfying

volA ≤ (1 + ε)dvolB

for some 0 < ε < ψd, then A contains a ball Ã satisfying the

conditions:

(a) d(Ã, T ) ≤ td(ε) for some T ∈ Td, where by d(Ã, T ) we

denote the Banach–Mazur distance;

(b) Ã is an SE for Y .

Lemma 3 [5, Lemma 3] The set of all sufficient enlargements

for a finite dimensional normed space X is closed with respect

to the Hausdorff metric.

A simple proof of Lemma 1 can be obtained using Theorem

1 and some basic facts from geometry of numbers.

The most difficult part of the argument is Lemma 2, whose

proof in the d-dimensional case is much more complicated than

its 2-dimensional version in [5]. Our proof of Lemma 2 can be

described in the following way.

We denote by Zε the set of those d-dimensional zonotopes

Z in Rd for which

(1) There exists m ∈ N and a rank d matrix Q̃ of size m× d

such that Z =
∑m

i=1 I(zi), where zi ∈ Rd are the rows of

Q̃.

(2) There exists a rank d matrix Y of size m × d such that,

if we denote the d × d minors of Q̃ by {wi}∞i=1, where

M =
(

m
d

)
, and the d× d minors of Y , ordered in the same
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way as the ui, by {wi}∞i=1, then

max
i
|ui|

M∑
i=1

|wi| = (1 + ε)d

∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
i=1

uiwi

∣∣∣∣∣ ,
and there is no Y for which

max
i
|ui|

M∑
i=1

|wi| < (1 + ε)d

∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
i=1

uiwi

∣∣∣∣∣ .
Using formulas for volumes of zonotopes, Lemma 2 can be

reduced to showing that the Banach-Mazur distance from a

zonotope in Zε to Td can be estimated in terms of ε, and the

estimate is 1 + o(1) as ε ↓ 0. To achieve this goal we use the

following technical lemma. For a zonotope Z by µZ we denote

the measure on the Euclidean sphere S, such that the support

function of Z satisfies hZ(x) =
∫

S
|〈x, z〉|dµZ(z).

Lemma 4 Let χ(ε), σ(ε), and π(ε) be functions satisfying the

following conditions:

(1) lim
ε↓0

χ(ε) = lim
ε↓0

σ(ε) = lim
ε↓0

π(ε) = 0;

(2) ε = o((χ(ε))2(σ(ε))d) as ε ↓ 0;

(3) π(ε) = o(χ(ε)) as ε ↓ 0;

(4) There is a constant C depending on the dimension d only,

and a subset Φ0 ⊂ (0, 1) such that the closure of Φ0 con-

tains 0, and for each ε ∈ Φ0 there exist Z ∈ Zε and points

x1, . . . , xd−2, p1, p2, p3, p4 in S, such that

µZ(∆(z, π(ε))) ≥ σ(ε) ∀z ∈ {x1, . . . , xd−2, p1, p2, p3, p4}

and vol(Z) ≤ C.

Let U0 be the set of pairs (ε, Z) in which ε ∈ Φ0 and Z

satisfies the condition from (4).
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Let Φ1 ⊂ Φ0 be the set of those ε ∈ Φ0 for which there exists

(ε, Z) ∈ U0 such that the corresponding points x1, . . . , xd−2, p1,

p2, p3, p4 satisfy the condition

| det(Hα,β)| ≥ χ(ε)

for all matrices Hα,β whose columns are the coordinates of

{x1, . . . , xd−2, pα, pβ}, α, β ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, α 6= β, with respect to

an orthonormal basis {ei}d
i=1 in Rd. Then there exists Ξ1 > 0

such that Φ1 ∩ (0,Ξ1) = ∅.

Using this lemma and the following characterization of to-

tally unimodular matrices, it is possible to estimate the Ba-

nach-Mazur distance between Zε and Td.

Lemma 5 Let D be a d × J matrix with entries −1, 0, and

1, containing a d × d identity submatrix. If D is not totally

unimodular, then it contains (d + 2) columns {x̂1, . . . , x̂d−2,

p̂1, p̂2, p̂3, p̂4} such that for all six choices of two vectors from

the set {p̂1, p̂2, p̂3, p̂4} minors obtained by joining them to {x̂1,

. . . , x̂d−2} are non-zero.

This lemma can be proved using a modification of the ar-

gument from [13, pp. 1068–1069] (see, also, [7, pp. 269–271]),

where a similar statement is attributed to R. Gomory. It can

also be obtained by combining known characterizations of regu-

lar and binary matroids, see [14] (we mean, first of all, Theorem

9.1.5, Theorem 6.6.3, Corollary 10.1.4, and Proposition 3.2.6).

I would like to thank Gideon Schechtman for turning my

attention to the fact that the class Td was studied in works on

lattice tiles.
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